The purpose of this short paper is to develop further the theory of transverse generalized complex structures (first introduced in [7] ). We focus on proving some equivalent conditions to the basic dd J -lemma in the spirit of [2] . We justify our approach by describing the transverse symplectic structure in this language and relating the basic dd J -lemma to the surjectivity of the Lefschetz map. We also present a non-trivial example of a foliation endowed with a transverse generalized complex structure.
Foliations
In this section we are going to give a brief review of some basic facts concerning foliations and transverse structures. Definition 1.1. A codimension q foliation F on a smooth n-manifold M is given by the following data:
• An open cover V := {V i } i∈I of M.
• A q-dimensional smooth manifold T 0 .
• For each V i ∈ V there is a submersion f i : V i → T 0 with connected fibers (these fibers are called plaques).
• For any intersection V i ∩ V j = ∅ there exists a local diffeomorphism γ ij of T 0 such that f j = γ ij • f i
The last condition ensures that plaques glue nicely to form a partition of M consisting of submanifolds of M of codimension q. This partition is called a foliation F of M and the elements of this partition are called leaves of F .
We call T = 
Basic 0-forms will be called basic functions henceforth.
Basic forms are in one to one correspondence with H-invariant smooth forms on T. It is clear that dω is basic for any basic form ω. Hence, the set of basic forms of F (denoted Ω
• (M/F )) is a subcomplex of the de Rham complex of M. We define the basic cohomology of F to be the cohomology of this subcomplex and denote it by H
• (M/F ). A transverse structure to F is an H-invariant structure on T. For example: Definition 1.3. F is said to be transversely symplectic if T admits an Hinvariant closed 2-form ω of maximal rank. ω is then called a transverse symplectic form. As we noted earlier, ω corresponds to a closed basic form of rank q on M (also denoted ω). Definition 1.4. F is said to be transversely holomorphic if T admits a complex structure that makes all the γ ij holomorphic. This is equivalent to the existence of an almost complex structure J on the normal bundle N F := T M/T F (where T F is the bundle tangent to the leaves) satisfying:
• L X J = 0 for any vector field X tangent to the leaves.
• if Y 1 and Y 2 are sections of the normal bundle then:
where [ , ] is the bracket induced on the sections of the normal bundle.
We also can define a special class of vector bundles and vector fields: Definition 1.5. A vector bundle is called foliated if its transition functions are basic. Equivalently, it is a vector bundle on the transverse manifold on which the holonomy pseudogroup acts fiberwise linearly (by abuse of language we shall call such a bundle on the transverse manifold a foliated bundle as well).
A section of the normal bundle is called foliated if it has a foliated vector field representative (equivalently all its representatives are foliated).
Transverse generalized complex structure
Let us recall that for any manifold M there is a natural nondegenerate pairing ( , ) M on T M ⊕ T * M defined at each point x ∈ M by:
acts on differential forms at x by:
for any form β, covector α and vector X. There is also a generalization of the Lie bracket, called the Courant bracket, on Γ(T M ⊕ T * M ) defined by the formula:
Definition 2.1. A generalized almost complex structure on M is an almost complex structure J on T M ⊕ T * M orthogonal with respect to the natural pairing
. A generalized complex structure is a generalized almost complex structure satisfying the condition:
From now on M will denote an n-dimensional manifold endowed with an (n − 2q)-dimensional foliation F with transverse manifold T. Definition 2.2. A transverse generalized complex structure on (M, F ) is a generalized complex structure on T which is invariant under the action of the holonomy pseudogroup. A foliated generalized complex structure is a generalized almost complex structure on the normal bundle constant along the leaves (i.e L X J = 0 for X ∈ Γ(T F )) and integrable with respect to the Courant bracket modulo T F (i.e. N J = 0 on basic forms and foliated vector fields in a small neighbourhood around any point x ∈ M ). Remark 2.1. Foliated and transverse generalized complex structures are in a one to one correspondence.
Proof. This was proven in [7] for transverse generalized almost complex structures. Showing that this correspondence induces a correspondence between integrable structures is a matter of local computations.
Remark 2.2. Note that the codimension of F has to be even due to the orthogonality condition (cf. [5] ).
We will now slightly reformulate one of the main results of [7] : Theorem 2.1. A transverse generalized complex structures on F is uniquely determined by a foliated subbundle L of (N F ⊕ N * F ) ⊗ C which is involutive with respect to the Courant bracket modulo T F (i.e. in a small neighbourhood V x around any point x ∈ M we have [X, Y ] ∈ Γ(L| Vx ) for any X, Y ∈ Γ(L| Vx ) which are constant along the leaves), maximal isotropic with respect to the induced natural pairing on (N F ⊕ N * F ) ⊗ C and satisfies L ∩L = 0. A subbundle satisfying the above conditions also determines a unique generalized complex structure.
Proof. Given a transverse generalized complex structure J one takes the i-eigen bundle of J on the transversal T. Since this bundle is invariant under the action of the holonomy pseudogroup it defines a foliated bundle on M. By [2] (section 2.2) this bundle satisfies the properties stated in the theorem. Given a bundle L satisfying the properties stated in the theorem it defines an invariant subbundle of (T T ⊗ T * T ) with analogous properties. This defines a transverse complex structure (again using section 2.2 of [2] ).
is called the type of the transverse generalized complex structure at point x ∈ M (where π NxF ⊗C is the projection onto N x F ⊗ C). A point x is called regular if there is a neighbourhood of x consisting of points at which the transverse generalized complex structure has type equal to its type at x. Let B be a basic closed 2-form on (M, F ). If J is a generalized transverse complex structure, then we can define another transverse generalized complex structure by:
for any point x ∈ M (in the above we treat B x as a linear map between the normal and conormal space at x). We call J B a B-field transform of J . We will now state a foliated version of the generalized Darboux theorem from [5] . Theorem 2.2. Let (M, F ) be a manifold endowed with a transversely generalized complex foliation of dimension p = n − 2q and let x be a regular point of type k with respect to this structure. Then x has a neighbourhood restricted to which J is equivalent, via a diffeomorphism, to a B-field transform of the standard generalized complex structure on R p × C k × R 2q−2k (for some basic closed 2-form B).
Proof. We can take any connected component of the transverse manifold containing an image of x. By the manifold version of the generalized Darboux theorem the image of x has a neighbourhood V for which the restriction of the generalized complex structure of the transverse manifold is equivalent via diffeomorphism to a B-field transform of the standard structure on C k × R 2q−2k
(for some closed form B). This generalized complex structure can be naturally extended to a foliated structure on R p × V , which is diffeomorphic to a neighbourhood of x (after the aforementioned extension B becomes basic). This structure gives the same structure as the original one on V , which means they are equivalent (via diffeomorphism).
Example
We are going to devote this section to constructing a non-trivial example of a transversely generalized complex foliation. Some examples of interest were given in [7] . Simple examples include transversely holomorphic and transversely symplectic foliations (and their B-field transforms). To construct our example we are going to recall a foliated nilmanifold presented in [3] .
We start by taking the group of upper-triangular complex matrices N and let H s be the subgroup of N cosisting of the matrices of the form:
The group H s can be also considered as the Z 9 subgroup of R 9 with the following group operation: (x 1 , ..., x 9 ) (a 1 , ..., a 9 ) := (a 1 + x 1 , ..., a 5 + x 5 , a 6 + x 6 + a 1 x 4 − a 2 x 5 , a 7 + x 7 − a 3 x 5 , a 8 + x 8 + a 1 x 5 + a 2 x 4 , a 9 + x 9 + a 3 x 4 )
There is also a submersion u : (R 9 , ) → N given by:
This submersion is the identity when restricted to H s . Furthermore, it defines an H s -invariant foliation on R 9 , which in turn gives a foliation F on M := R 9 /H s . We can define a transverse structure on (M, F ) by definining an H s -invariant structure on N. Since the standard complex structure on N is H s -invariant and the form dx 2 ∧ dy 2 (where dz j = dx j + idy j ) is H s -invariant, the generalized complex structure in the chosen basis (
is also H s -invariant. Integrability of this structure is obvious since this is the standard generalized complex structure on C 2 × R 2 .
dd J -lemma
The results of section 2.2. of [2] ensure that, there is a complex line subbundle Φ of the exterior algebra bundle i≥0 ∧ i T * M uniquely determined by the generalized complex structure. More precisely, for any point x ∈ T it is uniquely determined by the property:
At each point x ∈ T this subbundle induces a decomposition of forms by:
foliated. This decomposition induces a decomposition of the operator d:
Since each of the bundles U j is foliated the projections π j : Ω • (T, C) → Γ(U j ) take forms invariant under the action of the holonomy pseudogroup to forms invariant under the action of the holonomy pseudogroup. Hence, the same is true for the operators ∂ and∂. This allows us to consider these operators on basic forms. Furthermore, we can define the operator d J := i(∂ − ∂). From now on by d, d
J , ∂,∂ we will always mean these operators restricted to basic forms. We shall also denote by Γ b (U k ) the set of basic sections of U k .
Transversely symplectic foliations
In this section we are going to describe the transverse symplectic structure and the basic dd Λ -lemma in the language of transverse generalized complex structures. Everything in this section except for the final theorem is a simple consequence of analogous statements on the transverse manifold. Given a transversely symplectic foliation (M, F , ω) we can define a transverse generalized complex structure on F :
One can define a transverse symplectic star operator * s by defining it on the tangent manifold. With the help of the symplectic star we can define the following important operators:
for a basic form α (the operators L and Λ are also well defined pointwise). The operator d Λ coincides with d J due to the fact that their analouges coincide on the transverse manifold. Using the introduced notation established we can describe U k with the help of the operators above:
We can also compute ∂ and∂:
With this description we get the following theorem as a corollary from the discussion in the previous section:
Theorem 5.1. With notation as above the following conditions are equivalent:
1. F satisfies the basic dd Λ -lemma.
3. The subbundles U k induce a decomposition in cohomology.
induces an isomorphism in cohomology.
Furthermore, each of them implies that the Lefschetz map
is surjective.
Proof. The first three conditions are equivalent due to the discussion in the previous section and the fact that for a symplectic manifold the canonical spectral sequence always degenerates at the first page as was proven in [6] . Since, d Λ is of degree −1 we can repeat the proof of Theorem 4.2 with the Z-grading to prove that 1. and 4. are equivalent. Condition 2. implies that every cohomology class has d Λ -closed representative. This property is equivalent to the surjectivity of the Lefschetz map as was shown in [1] .
Note that the surjectivity of the Lefschetz map does not imply the basic dd Λ -lemma in general. A simple counterexample is R 2 with the standard symplectic structure and the unique foliation of dimension 0. A stronger version of this theorem can be proven for transversely symplectic, homologically orientable, Riemannian foliations on compact manifolds. Under these assumptions surjectivity of the Lefschetz map is equivalent to it being an isomorphism (by the basic version of Poincare duality) and this in turn is equivalent to the dd Λ -lemma (cf. [6] ).
